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By Elizabeth Goudge

Hendrickson Publishers Inc, United States, 2016. Paperback. Condition: New. Reprint. Language:
English . Brand New Book. Against the pomp and pageantry of turbulent seventeenthcentury
England, Elizabeth Goudge weaves the poignant tale of Lucy Walter, the proud and beautiful secret
wife of Charles II. From her early childhood in a castle by the sea in Wales-evoked as only Elizabeth
Goudge can evoke the joys and pangs of childhood-to her tragic estrangement from the king and
her death in Paris at the age of twentyeight, Lucy Walter lived to the full a life of intense joy and
equally intense drama. Miss Goudge portrays brilliantly a young love almost too ecstatic to bear.
Equally moving is her characterization of Lucy-a spirited woman caught up in the cataclysmic wars
and disruptive revolution of a tumultuous era. London at the time of the Great Fire, Paris when
British royalty fled to the sanctuary of the Louvre, Brussels and The Hague-against this rich
panoramic background a master storyteller traces the life and loves of an extraordinary woman.
The Child from the Sea is a superbly colorful and romantic historical novel alive with brilliant
cameos and infused with a spiritual essence rare in our times.
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ReviewsReviews

It becomes an incredible book that we actually have possibly study. It really is rally exciting throgh studying period of time. I am very easily could get a
satisfaction of reading through a written book.
-- Gianni Hoppe-- Gianni Hoppe

A really awesome pdf with perfect and lucid reasons. It is actually rally fascinating throgh reading period of time. Your lifestyle period will probably be
transform as soon as you total looking over this ebook.
-- Alford Kihn-- Alford Kihn
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